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U. student dies
THE BC NEWS

A University student reportedly died of natural causes in
Founders
residence
hall
Thursday night.
Miranda Morris, a Founders
resident and second-year freshman, was reportedly found dead
in her suite at 5:30 p.m yesterday.
Morris was a student from
Kngelwood, a suburb of Dayton,
Ohio.
University
Sgt.
Robert
Blackburn denied to comment
Thursday night on the circumstances of Morris' death. Teri
Sharp, director of News Services,
verified only Moms' name and

the fact of her death, at the
request of Kim McBroom,
Associate Vice President and
director of Marketing and
Communication
for
the
University.
Iinda Newman, interim director of Residence Life, directed
inquiries to McBroom, as did
University police.
According to friends of Morris,
epilepsy may have been a preexisting condition for Morris.
They said she was very involved
on the campus and in Founders
Hall.
"She was on Hall Council and
she was a night gaurd,"

Samantha Knotts, sophomore
pre-law major, said. "She had just
organized the 'Sex in the Dark1
program. She was very involved."
Those residing in Founders
were very shaken by the news of
Moms' death.
"People need to realize that
death can happen anywhere at
anytime," Elizabeth Togentti,
sophomore business major, said.
"It makes us realize life is precious."
No funeral arrangements have
been announced and no other
Michael LelmkuhleBG News
infonnation could be obtained at
MIRANDA MORRIS, University student, was taken to the Hanneman Funeral Home at 6:30 p.m.
press time.

FBI
raids
KKK
home
By Cain Burdeau
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Sara layw BG News
POLITICAL PROFESSOR: David Jackson, political science professor at the U., is working at his desk. Jackson worked for Walter Mondale's presidential campaign and
has since took his love for politics to teaching.

INSIDE THE MIND OF A

PROFESSOR
Tenth in a weekly feature

By Craig Grfford
CAMPUS E011OR

"It's something I think 1 am
lairly good at and like to do. It's
the only job I could imagine
myself doing," said David
lackson, political science professor at the University about why
he got into teaching.
lackson, who has been with
the University for three years,
began his teaching career in
1992 at the University of Detroit.
At the age of 15, Jackson's
political interest was sparked
when he worked on his first
presidential campaign for Walter
Mondale.
"1 campaigned door-to-door,
spoke up at rallies and did mailings: basically all the grunt
work." he said.
Coming from a political family
also kept him interested in politics, lackson's mother ran for
office township clerk for Birch
Run, Mich, and his father was a
member of the UAW (United

Association ofWorkers.)
Birch Run. lackson's hometown, is what he calls a small
town.
"We are the town with more
stores than people," he said.
Now that Jackson is in Bowling
Green, one of the most rewarding things about his job is being
able to have a positive influence
on students, he said.
"When a student decides to
become a political science major
because of your class," or "when
students really seem to gain in a
noticeable way because of
something you did or said,"
Jackson said.
lackson became a political science professor because of liis
interest in politics and has followed this year's presidential
election and all its issues.
"It really does show the vast
arrays of voting in this country
and it is potentially problematic," lackson said. "The Federal
Government should assist states

in imposing a way in which we
vote."
In order to come to a conclusion to what has been more than
a week-long presidential saga,
Jackson said that everyone
should get their vote counted
one more time.
"We should make sure we get
a fair count of all the votes in
Florida," he said. "If a manual
recount is needed, so be it. It is
better to know exactly what the
will of the people is rather than
to stop the process before it is
known."
He feels the drawn out election process, which has been
taking place, will be good both
for him and the country.
"It's wonderful; it gives us a
chance to show off what we
know and help others understand the electoral college. It
keeps people calling us."
lackson said this will also be a
PROFESSOR, PAGE 2

Sara layne BG News
TEACHING: Political science teacher, David Jackson, talks to his
class.

MANDEV1LLE. La - Federal
agents raided the home of former Ku Klux Klan leader David
Duke on Thursday, carting off
boxes of documents and a rifle
during a search that lasted more
than seven hours.
FBI agent Sheila Thorne
refused to disclose the nature of
the investigation.
Roy Armstrong, who identified himselfas Duke's bodyguard
and a caretaker at the house,
said agents told him they were
looking into whether Duke was
illegally using money raised for
his new white-rights organization for his personal use.
"It's a fishing expedition,"
Armstrong said.
Duke's associates said that the
50-year-old former KKK leader
and one-time state legislator was
in Russia, promoting a new
book, and that they had not
been able to reach him.
His new organization is the
National Organization For
European American Rights, or
NOFEAR. He launched it in
January, declaring that whites in
the United States face "massive
discrimination" at the hands of
minorities.
Agents from the FBI, Internal
Revenue Service and the Postal
Inspection Service took part in
the search of Duke's home in a
suburb outside New Orleans.
Agents carried out about a
dozen boxes.
Armstrong showed reporters a
copy of the search warrant,
which sought a variety of financial and personal records,
including gambling and travel
records and direct mailings.
As for the rifle, Armstrong said
agents told him they believed it
was stolen. Armstrong said, that
he had never seen the gun
before and that he did not know
whether it belonged to Duke.
Duke appeared before a federal grand jury in New Orleans in
1999 as news broke that Gov.
Mike Foster had paid him more
than $150,000 for a list of his
supporters, supposedly for use
during the 1995 governor's race.
Duke had considered entering
that race but ultimately stayed
out of it
The grand jury reportedly was
seeking information on whether
Duke paid taxes on the money.
It was not known if the raid on
Duke's home had anything to do
with that matter.
Foster "hasn't spoken to the
FBI," said the governor's spokeswoman, Marsanne Golsby. "He
CRASH,PAGE 2
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Prof professes
love of politics
PROFESSOR, FROM PAGE 1

good learning experience for the
public
"Maybe we'll leam thai voting
really matters," he said.
He also added, "It has been
the media that has really messed
this up by their need to know
who won. The public doesn't
need to know instantaneously
who wins the election."

Besides the present, and
teaching about the election,
Jackson also looks forward to the
future. He said that along with
seeing a former student as president of the United States some
day, he hopes to "continue to
influence students to be as
thoughtful as possible about
politics."
"In the next 35 years, I hope to
continue to produce good
Americans," he said.

KKK home raided
CRASH, FROM PAGE 1

doesn't know anything about it"
Foster, a Republican, paid a
S20,000 fine to the state Board of
Ethics in connection with the list
of supporters.
Duke spent years on the political fringe, first as a Klun leader
with neo-Nazi sympathies, then
as founder of the National
Association
for
the
Advancement of White People,

which decried integration.
He got elected to the state
House in 1989 as a Republican
and ran unsuccessfully for the
U.S. Senate in 1990, pulling 44
percent of the vote against
Democratic Sen. I. Bennett
Johnston.
In the 1991 governor's race, he
shocked the political establishment by making it into a runoff
with former Gov. Edwin
Edwards, who was trying for a
comeback.

Associated Press Photo

MORE POWERFUL THAN A LOCOMOTIVE: Amtrak's Acela Express high-speed rail runs through the borough of Queens in New York
City on Thursday.

High-speed rail travel debuts

^??7

By Laurence Arnold
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Ifyou travel Interstate 80 from
Hew Yorfr City tP San Francisco,
4% how many states til! yoti
■
pass through/

ABOARD
THE
ACELA
EXPRESS — High-speed rail
travel in the United States
debuted Thursday with the
maiden run of the sleek Acela
Express, which set an Amtrakrecord 150 mph during the New
York-to-Boston leg of a trip that
began in Washington.
A full load of VIPs nibbled on
salmon, filet mignon, proscuitto
and caviar hors d'oeuvres as they
made history aboard the train
that Amtrak and high-speed rail
advocates hope represents the
future of U.S. ground travel.
"Today's inaugural run sym-

bolizes the beginning of a new
era of American transportation,"
Transportation
Secretary
Rodney Slater said at a kickoff
ceremony in Washington.
Regular service on the train
begins Dec. 11 in the Northeast
Rail enthusiasts hope favorable
reviews will boost demand elsewhere in the country for highspeed trains.
Amtrak, which has received
S23 billion in federal operating
subsidies since its inception in
1971, is under orders from
Congress to become financially
self-sufficient by 2003. Highspeed rail plays prominently in
its survival plans.

Amtrak wants its bullet train to
compete with airline shuttles
popular with Northeast business
travelers. Acela Express will cut
about a half-hour off the current
Metroliner train service between
Washington and New York and
about 45 minutes from the New
York-to-Boston trip.
A one-way coach ticket
between Washington and New
York will be $143, compared with
$122 for the Metroliner. Travel
between New York and Boston
will cost $120, compared with
$57 on conventional Amtrak
trains, which will continue to run
in the Northeast.
For the 300 passengers invited

for the inaugural run from
Washington, the day began with
breakfast inside a stately restaurant in Union Station that once
served as a VIP suite for presidents and other dignitaries
preparing to ride the great trains
of America's past.
"We gather in the same place
this morning to prepare to ride
the great train of the future,
Acela," said John Robert Smith,
the mayor of Meridian, Miss.,
and member of Amtrak's governing board.
Wisconsin Gov. Tommy
Thompson, Amtrak's chairman,
christened the train by shattering a bottle of champagne.

Our internships aren't easy to get into

A Wednesday Challenge...

hen again, neither is college.
You could intern with Fortune 500

Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!

L,

www.inroadsmc.org

companies such as:
Dana Corporation
General Motors
Aeroquip Corporation Lucent Technologies
Target
Kroger
Fifth Third Bank
Pilkington
Libbey Glass
Arvin Industries
ana many others

Career Development in Business and Industry for Talented Minorities

Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
source
.

What 8 letter word has kst in the
middle, in the beginning.
and at the end???

Bowling Green State University Information
Session Location: Technology Building, 105 C & D
Date:
Monday. November 20. 2000
Time:
9:00 P.M.

WFAL'S VIDEO BANK
TONIGHT @ 10:30 ... CABLE 6

Accepting Applications, unofficial transcripts and resumesl

The only music
video show produced
right here in good
'ol farm country!

Golden Key National Honor Society
Induction Ceremony

wfal

Sunday November 19, 2000
2:00 p.m.
Olscamp 101B
Scholarships Awarded
Membership Certificates Presented
Refreshments Provided
T-Shirts Available
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FALL 2001 LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Professional Dress

Campbell Hill Apartments
•
•
•
•

WALLY PLEASANT
EASYSTREET SATURDAY

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935Thurstin)
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
Units #48-72 with A/C and fireplace

$1 (21+)
$3 (18+)

Heinz Apartments

O

o
make & wear a
wfal shirt, get
$1 off

O
Hours:

starts at 10pm

2 and 3 Bedrooms
All2 have A/C
1" baths
Full basements

WT Si J.
:1610am::cable 7::wfal.org:

Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am - I pm)

808, 818 N Enterprise, 424, 451 Frazee
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
• A/C, Fireplaces, and Microwaves
Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 4.1402

mf
GREENBRIAR. INC.
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WORD TO
THE WISE:
Today's Page 3 ih
devoted to artistic
endeavors.
Responsibilities can get
beyond annoying at this
point of this semester
(ok, they're downright
obnoxious) and we
could all use some distractions.
A few ideas...
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PROBLEMS?
About to trade in
your journal and sketch pad tor
the answer to 73 Across?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have Ihe answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key. still located on this
very page. We think.
49' aitneFamty"
•t? Puppy aw
50 Thwack
S3 Brought lo

60
63
64
65
6C
6r

COS JIG

57
go oragn'
!>8 Start again from

scraicn
HanKeixj
Mgf: fiver
Functon
SnotVR
12/24 a 12/31
_ Moncs

OHIO WEATHER
Friday. November 17
AccuWsather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
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HOMAGE TO
KNEEDED
ERASERS

Cleveland
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Voungelown
Mansfield

Ktislalyn Strerveland BG News
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ODE TO PETRELLA: The unsung haauty of the Cleveland Metroparks is evident here as the Brookpark

Sketching the perfect

Bridge is highlighted under a freezing sky. It's rather apparent that electives are a good way to get out of

fashion rendering would

the anxiety of general education requirements.

r

-^z.~^

be difficult without the

Dayton

existence of these won-

: Columbus ,32 /39

32/36

BLATANT EXPLOITS

derful little art supplies.
If this is seen by any
design firm... Heather

A FORUM FOR CREATIVE WRITING

Heban created it. Hint
RfvilalKin o/Stgfu

WORD OF THE DAY

By Krislalyn Sliefwliind

ELLIPSE

She curled up in a tatlered
T-shirt, a misshapen lump on
the tloor of the room, her
lean echoing throughout the
empty house How lo begin
to even explain the circumstances is a painful task in
itself, there are blank expressions and then there is brutal
ignorance, what she has
experienced is both.

Pronounciatlon: i-klips
Function: noun
Etymology: Middle English
Date: 13th century
la: the total or partial obscuring of one celestial body by
another;
b: the passing ot a celestial
body-compare,
3: something that should be

Passion
in
one
brief
moment is the kiss, pulsating
deep into your soul, raging
through your blood. Like fingers caressing an instrument
of music, she felt the soft tender kisses of the boy above
her.

avoided., maybe...
4-. total ellipse ot the heart?
yeah not so tunny, we know.

SAY WHAT?!?

At
that
moment
she
deplores the very sight of him
and to feel him touch her. to
hear him speak her name.
Forgive me father for I have
sinned
against
you
in
thought, word and deed...

"I am stepped in blood
so far that,
returning were as
tedious

I'm trying to find the reasons, to understand, if only to
be chastised by the bitter
truth that my every being is
nothing. Nothing, a void of
darkness with you chasing
behind me like the wind at
my feel Perhaps you're what
I'm running after, damned if I
know.

as go o'er"
WILLIAM
SHAKESPEARE
LINE FROM MACBETH
OR SENIOR WAITING
FOR THAT LAST
SEMESTER?

going lo scream, she thinks as
she glances around the room
cluttered
with
clothing,
mishaps of another bar crawl.
There's a little voice inside
her that's quaint, easy, simple,
lo numb alas to forget. 1
think...
I'll go down lo the water's
edge, just to dip my feet in
the crystalline biue.
To remember the lime that
I went splashing through ihe
current.
I'll drive lo the edge of
tomorrow, if there is such a
place.
To remember that fleeting
emotion.
I'll sing into ihe sunset,
songs of rancor and rage.
To remember when the
bars closed and the bUxxl was
still on my face.
I'll tell you how I really
feel, now isn't that a joke.
To remember what triviality was. the bitter- sweet line.
I'll call you from the shadows, but I'm not in the mood.
To remember when I
smiled, how long ago that
seems.
I'll curl into a ball, cry
myself to sleep.

In about five seconds I'm

To remember what long-

e
Cincinnati 30 /38

ing was, I've never felt
before.

it
© 2000 AccuWeather. inc

I'll close my eyes to your
dissension.

_..4k £■& ^3*

To remember thai you're
simply a boy.

Sunny Pi Cloudy

Cloudy

Showors

I
T-stomis

Asm

' ^^
Flumes

Snow

Ice

M* AssociHea **•">$

I'll rip away my tears of
pride, you've outwitted me
again.

THREE-DAY FORECAST

To remember thai you're
not the one. a revelation of
sighs.

Saturday

Reprimand me. tell me
that all my emotions can be
erased, to just deal, lei it all
go. Would be archaic if it
were that easy, each person is
a quilt of trauma, intricate
Amish
stitching
ripping
through soli, supple skin.
Smile each day and pretend
lhat everything is ok or walk
in shadows, encompassed
within our own issues.

Mostly
Cloudy
High:36"
Low: 27"

Monday

Sunday

©
Mostly
Cloudy

Snow

High: 34"
Low: 21'

High: 37'
Low:25-

ANSWERS

Learn from the past and
ovcrcompensate. then retrace
and realize that it wasn't all
my fault. Sleep until all the
memories disappear, eventually fade., linger only in brief
manic moments. Embrace me
brazenly and kiss me madly
but you'll never touch mc.
Your lerror can only destroy
you. how can you be so ignorant and allow it?
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Crossword Answers for the
Crossword Groupies.
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BROADCAST STATIONS
CBS Evening Whttl of
Nemx

ID

Mew. I

©
©

Jeopardy' 1
Fortun* ■
Enlert»Jnmcnl Hollywood
Squares B
Tonight I
0r«w Carty (in Fieeiei (In
Stereo) X
Sterto) X
Ntwthour With Jim Lehrer X

New!

ABC World
Tonight
NBC Nightly

GED Science

BunnfisRpt

BBC World

Newshoui With Jim Lehrer I

Slmpton< I"
SlOfPQX
Slmptons (In
5:eieo) 1

EREH -The" MR CM pi
Str*e"I
Flletldflln
Stlreo) X

CABLE STAT QMS

Slereo) X

esr

S:(H) I 8:30

9:tK)

~9:30 I 10:60 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30

Fugflivt "Si Chrislopher's
CSI: Crime Scene Investigation
II The se Watt Could Tak I
Pfiyer" (N) (In Sleieo) I
Beetles Revolution InstQhl fiom people n music and enlertammeni
on ihe Beetles. |N| (In Stereo) 31
Providence The Uni.i;*Ldble
IDateline (Ni (In Stereo) Jl
Sydney Hansen" (In Stereo) S
Si.ly Plo<- "
Washington
Wall Street
Rick Steves'
Week
Week N B
Europe Jl
Wall Street
EoTtors
McLaughlin
Business Rpt. Washington
Week
Week (N) X
Group,N
Police Videos IN) (In Stereo!
Million Oolla> Mysteries (N) (In
FtlendeOn
|PA)X
Steieo)!
Stereo) X
NHL Hoclnv Datlas Stars at Detroit Red Wmgs Joe Louis Sports Arena (Lrve)

Nash Bridges 'End Game' (N)
(In Sitieol I

Late Show (N)

NrN(N|k

Nlghtllne |N|

Law 1 Order: Special Victims
Unit' Babv Kille'' (In Slo'eo) K
National Geographic "Return
ol ihe WoW" lln Slereo) 3
Backbone ol Ihe World: The
Blacktest (In Slereo) X

(In Stereo) 5
Tonight Show
"n Stereo) 3X
Charlie Rose (In Slereo) X
Cherlle Rose ,m Stereo) TX

Mad About
Street Smarts
You (In Slereo)
Spin
City (In
Frasisr ii.
Sports-Detroit
Slereo) r
Slereo) X

Stereo) ?.

Movie «t» "Worth/Joe foung"(l949. Fantasy)
Movie: ea'i "Womm.eDearesf"(198l. Drama) FayeDunaway A Cinema
A g-tn: gorilla becomes a nqhlctub sensation
daughter's view ol screer, siar Joan Crawford's lile X
Secrets IT
Saturday
Night
Llvi
Don!
Forget
Whose
Line
Is
Movie:
*•';
Vp
m Smcae"11978. Comedy! Thomas Chong.
Daily Snow I |Win Ben
COM
lo*j I
Toothbrush
It Anyway^
Cheech Mam Two polneads trek lo Tijuana lo stock up on drugs
Slain a Money
Justice Files "A Killer m the
On
the
Inside
Ar
Tiallic
Cop'
Discovery
Into
the
Storm
Warning'
Fan and
Wild Discoven/: Porcupine and Wild Discovery "Beavers DISC Skunk
Family"
Unknown
News INI
FtncuS '.
Damll AIT
IN)
Sportscenler .IC
CoOega Basketball Preseason N T Second Round-Teams lo Be College Baskerball Tempw al Wemphis (Live)
Sportscenler I
ESPN
Announced. (Live)
Movie: ••': "htotD/ea*fliOoe(1986, Dramai Cmi Easiwood A IMenol Honor. IMoviete'r Oevrf «i me F«sn"; 1997. Suspense)
15 00) Movie:
Making of For Inside the NFL (In Stereo) X
HBO aforanoo"
,Marme tnes lo whip a platoon ol recru'is mio shape R' S
First Look X Adrigiuntledleen age giti goes on a ksifig spree.
Love
Abominable Snowman X.
This Week in History (N) I
Haunted History: Haunted
History's Lost IHistory 10
Most (N) X
In Search Ol
in Search CH
HIST
Ships 1
& Found
National
Regional
Football Today Last Word (N) Blue Jackels' NHL Hockey Florida PanViers at Columbus Blue Jackals Nationwide Arena (Lrve)
FS0
Sports Report Sports Report
Prageme
Invisible
Man "Cat A Mouse" ,m
Lexx:
The
Series
"Twil-ghi"
Babylon S "And Now lor a
Invisible Man ' Cat S Mouse" (In (Fincape The Ugly Truth' (In
Sliosra "The Aliernateville
SCIFI Horror" (In Slereo) X
Hometess m-sMs steal me lew Stereo) I
Word'(In Stereo)
Slereo) I
Stereo) X
Worlds
Moat
Powerful^
Demolition
Day:
Seattle
bangjsrout
Pursuits
Happy Days Reunion
Medical Miracles
Dangerous Pursues
TLC
Kingdom.
Eiplosions
Uorie;.
i:*
'
-Fafne'S'Oax"(i997.
Comedy)
fob*
Williams Tw
Uovle:
•
"Fafhers
Day"
(1997,
(^ecyiRobeiWilami.
Two
Ptektnder A blmd man and his
TNT ER "SpM Second" (In Slereo) TC asststayn pfot lo kidnap Jarod 3T strangers collide while pursuing the same missvg teen. X
sirangers coide while pursuig ine same miss*ig leen. I
, -.^.
S.I
L. n
I
' fS..
1
IIA.I.I
a - ID i.in AT.^A J
Farmclub.com
PerrcmancesDy
JAG
"Front
and
Cemer'
NlMh
BiidgM
*BoofTllown'
(in
Movie;
ta
"8ooniertino"(1992,
Comedy}
Eddie
Murphy
Aseiist
Walker, Tens Ranger Ta l
USA Cotton" (In Stereo) X
mar»et«fl eieculrve Qefs hts oomeupparxe (In S'creo}
new musical acts (In Slereo) I
Slereo) I
Iiit»ieo) 'T
One
Hundred
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SUPREME COURT BLOCKS EXECUTION
HLTNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) — The U.S. Supreme Court
blocked Thursday night's execution of a convicted
killer said to be so mentally retarded he spends his days
coloring with crayons and still believes in Santa Claus.
The court said it wanted more time to decide whether
to hear arguments that Johnny Paul Penry's mental
deficiency was not properly explained to the jury. "At
least I'm alive.1' Penry said when told of the reprieve.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Affirmative Action sparks debate
Yesterday evening, two philosophy professors debated the pros
and cons of affirmative action in
higher education. It was one of
the most thought-provoking,
well-done events presented on
campus in quite awhile. What
was even more encouraging was
the number of students who
attended—Olscamp 111 was
almost completely filled.
Whether this was because professors offered extra credit to
attend is a moot point. The questions and discussions after the

debate showed a passionate
interest in the issue among the
students.
The affirmative action debate
was the kick-off for the Great
Debate Series organized by the
Philosophy department. Two
professors, in this case Loren
Lomasky and Louis Katzner. are
chosen to debate a philosophical
issue. Marshall Rose, director of
the Affirmative Action office on
campus and moderator for this
issue, timed the professors. Each
professor was granted 15 min-

YOU DECIDE
Should affirmative action be
practiced In higher education? Let us know what you
think at
bgnews@listprocbgsu.cdu

utes for opening statements and
seven minutes for rebuttals. The
floor was then opened to questions and comments from the
audience.
Several ideas brought up dur-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
All one night
stands aren't
created equally
I cannot resist commenting on
the recent exchange of ideas concerning the male pursuit of the
one night stand, written by a
male, and the rebuttal, written by
a female, that suggested that
females want and enjoy one
night stands as much as males.
A third article suggested that
because men and women want
casual sex, everyone, men and
women alike, should drop the
false pretenses and accept the
fact of shared lust for one night
stands.
First, while it is tnie that some
women do seek out and enjoy
casual sexual encounters, as a
group, women are less likely to
do this than men — AND THERE
IS NOTHING WRONG WITH
THIS.
The female author seemed
insulted by the idea that women
are not interested in casual sex to
the same degree as men. Women
do not have to have similar mating preferences as men in order
to feel worthy for their preferences. One could argue that it is
men who should be embarrassed

by the notion of seeking casual
sex and should strive to be more
selective — as women are.
Women suffer disproportionately compared to men from
casual sex under faulty assumptions. The first article suggested
techniques men may use to lure
unwitting women into one night
stand sexual encounters with
them. This is the most disturbing
notion among the three articles.
Some women may not need to
be lured into such encounters,
but others will believe the words
and actions of men and may be
emotionally and psychologically
damaged if they're "kicked to the
curb" afterwards. Some women
may have their hearts broken.
Some may contracl a sexually
transmitted disease, which is
more likely to happen via a man
infecting a woman. Some may
become pregnant. Some may
end up the victim of a date or
acquaintance rape. The prevalence of date rape can be exacerbated by men believing that
women want casual sex just as
much as men. Some may, most
will not. Based on the agreement between the first two
authors that men and women
both crave casual sex. the third
writer concluded that men and
women seem to be similar in

their sexual preferences and
behaviors. This is untrue.
Men and women often view
short term mating differently.
Women involved in dating or one
night stands, more often than
men, use these situations as
opportunities to look for emotional involvement, commitment
and potential for a long term
mate. These differences need not
imply that what men seek is right
or wrong or better or worse than
what women seek. What is
important is that no one. male or
female, be so heartless as to seek
what he or she desires sexually at
the expense of another person.
Anne Gordon
akg@bgnet.bgsu cdu

ing the discussion:' We need to
offset the discrimination that
occurred in the past through the
affirmative action program."
Quality education is a diverse
education, which can only be
accomplished by affirmative
action. * If minorities and
women are sought out for attendance, the quality of education
will increase." Wc don't have a
fair race without affirmative
action.' We now have more than
enough experience with affirmative action to know it isnt work-

What are you doing
for the OSU and
Michigan game?

AT ISSUE Although friends should be safe confidants, sometimes it's better just to keep quiet.

JEN ENGLER
JUNIOR
ACCOUNTING
"Watching the game
with friends and rooting for the Buckeyes!"

NEELY LAMPUS
JUNIOR
IPC
"Watching the game
with chase lounge and
cheering for OSU."

BUT IM SI ILL
couA/Tiwe,
THE SC0ft£.'
We DcDA/'r COMT
T Aix'

MEGAN G0FF0S
JUNIOR
ART
"Brutus."

NATE GILL
JUNIOR
BUSINESS
"Hopefully a
Michigan cheerleader!"
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Both professors stated their
cases very clearly and passion-

ately. Students responded with
challenging questions. The
debate provided a great opportunity for those on campus looking
for intellectual stimulation and
students should look forward to
the future debates. Next month
the proposition will be Should
the electoral college be abolished." The names of the professors debating, and the time and
place of the next debate are still
to be determined.

PEOPLE Keeping your
ON Tin: STREET mouth shut will
keep your friends

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
lo the Editor and Guest Columns
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification All submissions may be edited for length.
Personal attacks will not be printed. Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or amettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

ing like it was ideally planned. ■
We say we're an equal opportunity employer, but still take into
account certain characteristics
for admittance. • One must not
discriminate on skin color,
whether black or white.' Who
should we consider as minorities? ' Does the issue of race even
exist today? Do we consider
someone who is half a minority
race only half eligible to fill a
quota?

People, deep down, are nothing more than chameleoas. At
least insofar as the metaphor
extends to social relations.
I would like to emphasize the
"nornious pragmatic lienefits of
keeping one's mouth shut When
a peer advises someone to keep
their mouth shut, the recipient
perceives it as a hostile encroachment This couldn't be further
from the truth.
Being at the developmental
stage an average college student
has attained, you have probably
witnessed the social phenomenon I am about to address. First,
a conversation between two par
ties is dropped the moment you
enter a room. Or. you are one of
the parties in the conversation
Or. you disagree with a proposition that a group that you are in
advances, but you go along anyway.
Why do we do these things? I
want you to think within the
framework of situations such as
these.
Who, if anyone, is your friend?
This is a question with more of a
substantive and applicable base
for college students. I would contend that fewer people than you
think are your friends. To be sure,
let me say that my definition of
the word friend" contains the
variable confidentiality." This is a
hell of a thing to secure But I
don't have to tell you that — you
already know very well, don't
you?
Every day people get burned
on something that they told
someone that they wished
wouldn't have gone any further.
We resist saying "don't tell this to
anyone else" for the mere fact
that it will stick out like a red flag
Bui there is a force at work — the
translation from someone's
mouth to our brains, the consequent perception formed, and
the relaying of the information
elsewhere. People process information differently and thus perceive the context and intent of
words differently.
Inflections of voice or pauses
mid-sentence can signify anger
or apprehension to the listener

TIM
JENNY
Opinion columnist

that the speaker didnt intend.
You might have just told someone something about someone
that you never considered telling
to keep their mouth shut about.
When they're relaying this information to its object, your motiva
tion is misrepresented through
no fault of yours ot the middleman's. Consider this example:
"So-and-so said that you said
blah blah about me and my
friend. What makes you so high
and mighty?"
"Actually. I said this,' and the
conversation was conceived out
of this' context. The person that
you got your information from
agreed with me when I told
them!" Ever find yourself in an
exchange like that? Me too. So
you build up a resentment for
your friend that you will conceal.
We cut more slack to those in our
social networks because we have
no choice. Also, we just made a
new enemy.
Why? Inherent flaws in communication, language and our
pea-sized brains. What's the solution?
Keep your mouth shut!
Simple in theory: hard in practice. The theory should be narrowed so we don't have a nation
full of mutes.
When you want to tell someone something you wouldn't
want another person to know,
resist the temptation. Too many
variables are uncontrollable once
something leaves your mouth
What does tti.it leave you to talk
about? Anything you wouldn't
mind the whole world knowing.
My advice to you. the lowly
college student is. "Keep your
mouth shut and you might just
end up with more friends than
you can imagine."
7im Jenny can be reached at
tjenny@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Coke reviewed for settlement
ATLANTA (AP) —The Coca-Cola Co. has agreed to
have its employment practices reviewed by an outside
group with enforcement powers as part of a settlement
with black employees who filed a discrimination lawsuit The beverage giant also will pay monetary awards
to four original plaintiffs.

NATION
Corrupt officers convicted
By Linda Deutsch
AP SPECItl CORRiSPOIDtN!

Associated Press Photo

CATTLE: Tim Donnelly watches his cattle as they graze on the pine hills around his home near Miles City, Mont. Some Western ranchers
like Donnelly have resorted to clearing grazing land of pine trees.

Ranchers save cattle
By Becky Bohrer
• SSOCUU0 PRESS WRIICI!

MILES CITY, Mont — Growing
up. Tun Donnelly saw how bad it
could get when a rancher's cows
consumed loo many pine needles. In one particular year, one in
10 cows on the ranch where he
worked aborted their calves.
Donnelly, who now owns that
ranch, doesn't want to see that
happen with his herd. He's cut
down thousands of pine trees
from the pasture he uses for winter grazing, but left behind

junipers and ash trees.
"We've resorted to, 'If we're
going to live here, we've got to
clear-cut certain pastures to
make winter pastures of them,'"
said Donnelly, who typically runs
300 cow-calf pairs and dozens of
yearlings.
Researchers haven't quite figured out yet why some catde
have a fondness for pine needles,
while others don't. They know the
tendency to eat needles rises in
the winter, when snow on the
ground covers forage and

extreme cold stresses cows.
Some Western ranchers like
Donnelly have resorted to clearing grazing land of pine trees to
eliminate threat of the so-called
"pine needle abortion," which is
estimated to cost ranchers millions of dollars in calving losses
annually in this country.
Others, like southwest South
Dakota rancher Ned Westphal.
change their feeding programs to
help discourage grazing on needles.
"Unfortunately, we don't have
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a magic bullet to say, 'Do this and
your cow will not abort." said lim
Pfister, a rangeland scientist at
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's
Agricultural
Research Service Poisonous Plant
Research Lab in Logan, Utah.
Cows are more likely to abort if
they eat pine needles late in pregnancy. Needles from certain
pines, such as ponderosa, contain a resin acid that causes abortion, said Kip Panter, research
animal scientist at the Logan laboratory.

LOS ANGELES — Guilty verdicts against three officers in the
city's largest police corruption
scandal could set the stage for
further prosecutions.
"Although these cases are difficult to prosecute, this demonstrates that we should not ignore
them," Police Chief Bernard
Parks told reporters Wednesday
after the officers were convicted
of conspiracy and other crimes.
"Our investigations have not
concluded."
It was the first trial resulting
from the scandal in which officers from an elite gang-fighting
unit of the Police Department's
Rampart station are accused of
framing innocent people and in
some cases beating robbing and
shooting them.
Sgts. Brian Liddy, 39, and
Edward Ortiz, 44, and Officer
Michael Buchanan, 30, were

found guilty of conspiracy to
obstruct justice and filing false
police reports. Officer Paul
Harper, 33, was acquitted of all
charges.
All four still face internal police
hearings on those and other
charges, Parks said. Eighty cases
have been brought within the
department as a result of the corruption probe centered in the
city's Rampart neighborhood.
Many remain to be heard.
"There are cases we're very
interested in," Parks said of
prospects for criminal action,
singling out an attempted murder charge against Officer Nino
Durden.
Durden, who is awaiting trial,
is accused of shooting and paralyzing a handcuffed suspect. He
was a former partner of Rafael
Perez, the. disgraced ex-officer
whose allegations started the
scandal last fall.

Associated Press Photo

POLICE CORRUPTION: Deputy District Attorney Anne Ingalls presents the prosecution's closing arguments.
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Big/little Pairs
Christina Gonzalez & Megan Adams
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Melissa Boyd & Sherry Johnson
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Christy Forbes & Lisa Neuman
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Jillian Kirchoff & Sherry Johnson
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Stephanie Williams & Michelle Wilken
Jenn Reeves & Nicky Pothaust
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Katie Pawlak & Cynthia Saldivar
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LOFT LIVING: Glenn Atkinson, owner of Portola Farms, sits in a one-room apartment located in his horse barn, Monday, Nov. 6,2000, in
Wooside, Calif. The wealthy, pastoral community of Woodside is contemplating allowing people to sleep in barns with livestock.

Living with horses debated
By Justin Prrtchard
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

WOODSIDE, Calif. — This
wealthy woodsy hamlet is debating a novel way to comply with a
state affordable-housing mandale: Let people sleep in horse
bams.
It's a twist on animal husbandry
that makes some squeamish in a
town where Silicon Valley tycoons
command multimillion-dollar
estates. Indeed, three years ago.
Woodside sued a resident to stop
renting his two in-harn apartments.
Prodded by local horse lovers,
not to mention an unbridled
property market, town planners
now say they might permit the
bam apartments as part of a zoning overhaul, and in the meantime fulfill a state requirement to

add 16 affordable units in coming
years.
Should Woodside fail to placate
the slate Department of Housing
and Community Development, it
would lose eligibility for lowincome housing funds — not that
it would miss them.
Woodside's name doesn't lie:
the town is a rustic-yet-refined
patchwork of 5,600 people and
1,000 horses stitched into leafy
hills 30 miles south of San
Francisco. Residents founded the
town 44 years ago to rein in galloping development and save its
equestrian ambiance.
Woodside's exclusivity may
make "affordable housing" seem
like the punch line to a bad joke,
but the town is still subject to state
guidelines. The 16-unit mandate
has some homeowners advocat-

ing what is already a common, if
illegal, arrangement.
"If we get the owners to own up
to it, yeah, there's probably that
number in town right now," said
Glenn Atkinson, whose Portola
Farms houses 100 horses under
four bams, l-ach bam includes an
efficiency apartment, three of
which arc bachelor pads for stable
hands
Town planners considering the
change are wary. They fear allowing man and beast under one roof
will increase population density
and generally blemish its countrified sheen.
"We're not looking at wholesale
renting out of bams as affordable
housing,"
promises
Town
Manager Susan George. Still, she
said, if the town lets caretakers,
maids or nannies live in bams.

"Presumably, they are going to
qualify as a moderate- or lowerincome person."
Atkinson said he rents one of
his barn pads to a couple for
about $600 a month. That's well
below the $870 "affordable'' ceiling a one-bedroom must come
under by state definitions — and
half the rate a one-bedroom cottage fetches on die open market.
But profit is not the point,
according to Atkinson, who said
he has permits for his apartments.
Owners entrust their horses to his
care and Atkinson doesn't want
one of them suffering overnight
when stable hands are away.
"The point is to get somebody
in the bam," Atkinson said. "It's for
the safety of the horses."

Seniors
Want a Free
Spring Break Trip?
D

RAITS /H
Have your senior picture
taken and Carl Wolf
Studio will automatically
enter you in a drawing to
win a free trip to Cancun
on Spring Break!
Call 372-8643 to schedule
your sitting during the week
of Nov. 27 - Dec.l
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MANSON: Erin
Carvers says that
Marilyn Manson's
latest is a fine reurn
to form. Also, The
new Beatles greatest
hits collection, /,is
reviewed.
PAGE 8

Notes from
BG s second
most eligible
bachelor

©

TV's SETH
ANDERSON
Now Writer

Saying "your mom" is funny to
me. I don't know why, but that's
the way it is. It's something that I
have picked up from one of my
friends. I used to get defensive
about it. but then I realized diat it
is not a personal attack. No one
has any real ill feelings towards
my mom. It's just a saying.
With that off of my chest. I was
having a conversation with my
friend Erik that we should do a
story about Bowling Green's most
eligible bachelors; mainly, the
two of us. After discussing the
situation and the hilarity
involved, we had a pretty good
list going, myself, Ink
"Neurotically lirotic" Pepple,
Tony "I Am Spartacus" Itecznik,
Gomer "I swear to you this my
real name" Johansen, Mike
I-ehmkuhlc, Ken "Your
Company's Computer Guy"
■Mwards and, HI Presidente of the
KhooL Dr. Ribeau. OK, basically
,t was a laundry list of our friends,
but you get die idea; we are sad
and pathetic, Nevertheless, we
began ranking the list, and low
and behold, yours truly was
ranked just below the Grand
Master of Scholastics. He only
beat me out because of his fame,
not to say dial I'm not famous,
but how many people actually
know much about this lowly twotone haired college D|. That is all
going to change.
My name is Seth. I like long
walks on the beach and whispering sweet nothings. My goals in
life are to write a movie or for a
television show, 1 want to be able
to make a living off of my band,
and I would love to own my own
record shop. I'm close to my
friends and very defensive of
them; they help me out, I help
them out. I say "your mom" and
"rad" way too much. Hike ska
and punk rock. I prefer the
sound of vinyl, but I don't have a
stereo for my record player in my
room. I'm a fan of teen movies
and lolui Cusack. I work a number of jobs, but 1 just got fired
from one. I work from the FM
college radio station. I get bored
a lot, and have a short attention
span. I like cuddling in front of a
Are on a bear skin rug playing
Megarmm III. I believe that honesty is the best policy, except
when I have to hand in late work,
then it's whatever it takes. That
said, I like the fact that my hair
makes me look like a reject from
'85-eraModeyCrue.
I know that this more than likely will not increase my chances at
winning the seat from Sidney, I
mean look at the guy, girls flock
to him and swoon when he
speaks. Girls just laugh at my
bed-head. So other than a bloodless coup, I'm going to have to
make myself more appealing to
girls to tike the spot.
The first thing I have to do is be
able to talk to girls. Don't get me
wrong, I do talk to girls. But I
cant talk to girls that I like. No
matter how much I like them, 1
can't say a single syllable, let
alone a word. For a while, 1
thought that girls like guys in
bands, like me. Hey, I'm in a guy
like me, girls should flock to me,
and start conversaUons with me.
That way, I could talk to them.
But girls like front men, lead
singers and lead guitarists, not
the drummer that sits in the back
of the stage and yells tilings.
Maybe I just need to work on my
social skills. I need to give up my
wall-flower status and make a
move for the top. I need to make
my presence known. 1 need to
hit the party circuit and get the
kids to the polls. Anderson for
BGSU's Most Eligible Bachelor in
2000. Thank you.
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IFTC: Members of
the Independent
Film and Theater
Corps (left to
right) John Serve,
Jeanie Rees and
Greg Baber.

Independent
theater group
gives Bowling
Green residents
a chance to have
original work
produced

Independent
let! McGmms
NO* WRITER

It all started with a chat among film
majors at Myles' Pizza Pub one night a
few years ago.
"A few of them found out that they
couldn't do anything, film-wise, at the
school, because the school didn't even
really have equipment for them to
use," says Brian (arlisi. "So they decided to start a group independently to
produce film...and decided to also
Incorporate theatre into it."
stage and film producThe end result was the Independent
tions, and shows produced by the
Plastic Shatners, a 2-year-old improv
Film and Theatre Corps, or IFTC, a
group designed to give Bowling Green
troupe organized by the (^orps.
residents, even diose who are not uni"We tend to be pretty open,"
versity students, a chance to have origBennett says. "It's pretty much
inal and independent work produced.
whether or not it's do-able according
"Our goal is to provide a base for
to the means which we have."
people who would like
Means of producto produce original
tion is always a con"They're
all
good,
film and theater
cern to the group. "We
work," says Megan
have to work with the
they're
all
talentMcNerney.
I FTC's
facilities we can get our
ed, and they're a hands on, which could
President.
"We're open to
be
anything,"
lot better than
McNerney say?. "And
everybody, you don't
they give themhave to be a student,"
we have to be flexible
adds Melissa Bennett,
selves credit for." about where we perIFTC's Officer of
form, because we don't
JOHN SERVE
have a big theater at
Technical
Aspects.
HEAD OF THE TROUPE
"You can be anybody."
our disposal."
To prospective film
Over the past few
years, IFTC has produced many indedirectors, IFTC's Officer of Film, Dave
Raker, says that die group has a little
pendent productions around campus,
such as "Cause of Life," "Saying
more leeway in terms of production.
" We're a little bit more flexible, because
Everything" and "Ten Minutes to Talk."
And the group has a great deal of plans
film projects can vary so drastically in
scope," Raker says.
on tap for this year, including several

The
group is an
independent entity, not tied to BGSU's
Theatre program. "We try to work in
cooperation with the Theatre
Department, while we are not technically affiliated with them," McNerney
says. "We try to accommodate the
Theatre Department in the hope that
they will accommodate us."
And as such, as an independent
group, IFTC gains most of its funding
from any profits its shows may garner,
some fundraising efforts, as well as
dues from its members.
IFTC's latest production will be
going up this weekend, as the Plastic
Shatners improv troupe will be having
a show ("Gobble, Gobble, Baby"| in
the Harshman Community Center on
Saturday night at 8 p.m.

The Shatners) are a bunch of
good, charismatic, funny people," says
lohn Serve, head of the troupe. "I
wouldn't have put any of them in the
group if! didn't UIISI diem. They're all
good, they're all talented, and they're a
lot better than they give themselves
credit for."
Overall, Bennett says, members of
IFTC have a lot to be proud of. "There
were some doubts that die bunch of
rag-tag individuals that were
Freshman could pull this off and stay
together three years later."
And each member of the group is
fervent about what they get out of participating in it. "We get a chance to
produce original work, which we
wouldn't get to produce otherwise,"
McNerney says. "We also learn a lot
about ninning shows through sheer
trial and error."
IFTC meets every Wednesday night
at 10 p.m. in the Offenhauer East
Conference Room. For more information on the group, write them at:
the_iftci?,hotmail.com

'Charlie's Angels' is hellish Angels' are heavenly
by Anthony Recznik
ASS!

NOW EOltOR

Is diere no God above?
Charlie's Angels has spent the
last two weeks at the top of
the box office.
Widi its less-dien-stellar
fight scenes and a gross under
use of talent, "Charlie's
Angels" left me wanting my
money back after leaving the
theater. This is a 100-minute
music video that seems to be
the bastard spawn of TRL and
Pamela Anderson's V.I.R
There were some worthy
elements in the film, most
notably the 10-minute
sequence were the Angles are
double-crossed by their client
Eric Knox, played by Sam
Rockwell ("The Green Mile").
The action in that span is,
sadly, the best in the film with
Angles falling off mountains,
kicking hitman-butt and
dodging bullets in Matrixesque fashion.
The performances from
Lucy Liu and Bill Murray are
outstanding as well. But in
saying that one must point
out that its Bill Murray, how
can anything go wrong with
Bill Murray? Liu is excellent
because she seemed believable in her role. She appeared
genuine as an action heroine
by looking tough in her fight
scenes and by not over acting.
Maybe she looked so good

because the other two Angels
looked liked complete
phonies, most evident when
comparing Drew Barrymore
to Liu.
Barrymore, who was also
one of the film's producers,
was a huge casting mistake
for two reasons. One, she cast
her fiance^ Tom Green as tugboat captain Chad. Green
doesn't add anything to the
film, his whole character is
non-existent, other than having some funny lines in the
out-takes that run during the
credits.
The other reason
Barrymore is weak is because
she has the athletic coordination of a salted slug. Her final
solo fight scene is by far the
worst of the film, some of the
kicks don't even land on the
opponents. If it wasn't for the
wires used duning fight
scenes she would have looked
worse, especially when you
notice that she couldn't even
run or jump without making a
horrid grimace, most easily
observed in the opening credits. Her lack of athleticism
makes one question just how
elite this crime fighting trio is.
Cameron Diaz is mediocre
as a computer expert who's a
hopeless romantic with a
penchant for cheesy-dancing.
Another area where
"Angels" falters is in its under-

use of prominent actors in
supporting roles. Bill Murray
is great as Bosley, the Angels
supervisor, but he could have
and should have been on
screen more. The scene
where Bosley is locked up is
probably die film's funniest
sequence in the film, too bad
there weren't many more.
Tim Curry has a glorifed
cameo. There is also Crispin
Glover (Back to the Future) as
a psychotic henchman, who
disturbingly smells the hair of
the Angles, as if to become
sexually aroused before
attempting to kick their asses,
It was a good performance
but it just didn't seem to fit.
The hair smelling was so bad
it was comical, not to mention the fact that every time
he was on screen you couldn't help but think "Wow that's
George McFly kicking ass."
When it comes down to this
film being as bad as it is, the
blame lies on Drew
Barrymore and the ultra bad
camp that in some instances
was too campy and in others
not camp enough. The tossing hair and beautiful scenes
were captivating, however
they were not enough to save
a total lack of plot combined
with hammed up performances from Barrymore and
others which make the film
hard to handle.

by lames EWred
NOW WRITER

"Charlie's Angels" is a rockem-sockem, kick-butt, not a lot
a brains but a whole lot of fun
summer action movie, which
makes me wonder why it was
released in November.
The film stars Drew
Barrymore, Cameron Diaz and
l.ucy Liu as the three Angels
who, working with Bill Murray
as Bosley, must rescue a kidnapped software tycoon, or so
they think.
The plot gets much more
complex with several (albeit
predictable) plot twists that
make little sense. The film barely gives them a second thought
and only uses them as device
for more action scenes, fight
sequences, and opportunities
to have the angels flash a little
T&A.
And I have absolutely nothing wrong with that.
In fact, some parts of the film
have absolutely nothing to do
with the plot, and were obviously included to showcase the
star's great bodies. Cameron
Diaz goes on a date with her
boyfriend (Luke Wilson) and
gets up on the Soul Train platform to dance to "Baby Got
Back." Why? I don't know and I
don't care.
Immediately following this

gratuitous flaunting of T&A
came a gratuitous fight scene
that was short but sweet. So, in
ten minutes there were two
ridiculous scenes flaunting sex
and violence, cool. When the
movie isn't showing off the stars
bodies, it's showing off great
Kung Fu fights.
Everything in this movie is
treated with such a light, campy
and carefree flair that it's
almost impossible to hate it
because it's just so much fun.
It's also very easy on the eyes.
Not just because of it's three
lovely stars, but because of it's
energetic directing and editing
by McG, a former music video
director. Almost every stylish,
slow-motion, Matrixesque
action scene is accompanied by
a perfect selection of music.
Also worth noting, and what
probably makes die film worth
watching the most (outside of
the great fights), is Bill Murray's
hilarious performance.
Although it appears his footage
was cut down, what was left
was still distinctly Bill Murray.
He snickers his way through all
of his scenes, giving me the
feeling that many of his best
lines were improvised. Proving
once again that Bill Murray is
one of the greatest comic actors
SEE ANGELS, PAGE 8
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Marilyn Manson's latest is 'sinfully delicious,' Beatles
still NO. 1, Hybrid bores with derivative techno beats
Marilyn Manson

The Beatles

Hybrid

HOLYWOODON THE SHADOW
OF THE VALLEY OF DEATH)

;

WIDE ANGLE

A

C
Warner Bros 2000

Capitol/Apple Records

A

mubrid.
#

Nothing

I breathed a sigh of relief when
I first listened to this album, the
fifth major release of new material since Marilyn Manson was
brought out of the darkness of
the Florida club scene by nine
inch nail Trent Reznor. If fans will
remember two years ago to their
last release. Mecluinical Animals,
that album was a little unsettling.
The music was good and all, but
something seemed a bit unnatural or out of character.
Now I know most of you are
thinking "What is she talking
about? That Marilyn Manson
always seems unnatural to me."
Well, maybe, but for the sake of
simplicity, and to avoid confusion, I'm just going to pretend
that all of you out there in radioland just love this band and
know what I'm talking about
okay. Now that that's settled,
about this album.
As 1 said before, this album is
comforting in the sense that I
am convinced that the old
Marilyn we all know and love so
much is still here. After
Mecluinical Animals, 1 had my
doubts. But this album has convinced me that they have the skill
to stand on their own and produce music that is both complex
and great to listen to. This album
contains some of (he same ingre-

dicnts that made their 1996
release "Antichrist Superstar" so
sinfully delicious. Raw hooks
and layers of sound make tracks
like "The Fight Song" and
"Disposable Teens" (which is
reminiscent of "The Beautiful
People") great hard hitters.
Manson is definitely putting to
good use everything they learned
from Reznor while working on
Antichrist Superstar. Rcznor's
influence is felt on tracks like
"Cruci-Ficrion in Space," "The
Death Song" and "Burning Flag."
The slower songs on the
album are also wonderful. The
last song, "Count to Six and Die"
is beautiful, with its crushing low
end and haunting piano lines
floating over the painfully whispered vocals. Some of the other
songs also contain some intriguing softer bits. For Manson fans
everywhere, and non-fans too,
this album does not disappoint.
Everything about this album is
"so Marilyn" from the ironic
lyrics right down to the attractive
album liner. So yes, he's back,
stirring up trouble and making
us think, as he has always done.
Thank the Lord for Marilyn
Manson, and God bless "Holy
Wood!"
-Erin Carver

Now is a good time to be a
Beatles fan, unless you are like
me and are pretty much broke.
First there was the Anthology
book and a new series of Yellow
Submarine action figures. Now
the Fab Four has given us 1, a
collection of U.K. and U.S. No. 1
hits. This collection goes from
the very beginning of Beatlei nama to the very end.
Some may argue that with
there is no need for another
greatest hits collection. We
already have three Anthology
albums and the classic Vie
Beatles 1962-1966 and The
Beatles 1967-1970 (known as the
"Red" and "Blue" albums respectively), among others. This is just
another way for the band to
make money and rack up sales.
What the world needs now is
another reminder of how great
the Beatles are. The band could
have split these 27 tracks on two
CDs. That would have been more
expensive than what the one CD
costs. This is a very impressive
collection that spans over one of
the greatest careers in music history. This blows every boy band
and new metal group out of the
water. And you know Oasis's Noel
Gallagher is listening to this over
and over, studying it like a textbook.
The only drawback to a greatest hits collection from The

Catholic-school girls in trouble at Easystreet,
Rainer Maria, $10 Typewriter at Howard's
A trio of diverse acts are hitting
the stage in Bowling Green this
weekend.
Friday night at Easystreet Cafe
the local garage band The
Orgones take the stage along with
SIOTypewriter, Toledo's girl group
garage rockers Codename:
Candysnatch as well as Vintage.
The show promises to be interesting
with
Codename:
Candysnatch taking the stage in
Catholic schoolgirl uniforms to
belt out favoritesfromthe 50's and
60s along with their own original
material.
All proceeds for the show will

be donated to BGSU for Camps,
an organization that assists children in low income housing in
Bowling Green.
Doors at Easystreet open at 10
p.m. and admission is $3.
On Saturday, local favorites Big
Creak bring their brand of roots
rock to Howard's Club H. Big
Creak will be playing with Oval
Opus.
Doors are at 9:30 p.m. and the
cost of admission is $2 for those
21 and over and $3 for those
under 21.
On Sunday night Howard's

Check out our Website:

Beatles is that there is great
material, a lot of choice songs get
left out. For one, there is nothing
off of Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band. This includes fan
favorites as "Lucy in the Sky With
Diamonds" and "A Day in the
I jfe." Other missing songs
include "Revolution," "Here
Come the Sun," "Drive My Car,"
and the band's first hit "Please
Please Me." But then again, those
can be saved for a future collection.
Some songs are missing in
action, but the songs in this collection are second to none.
"Yesterday" is here. So are
"Eleanor Rigby," "Penny Lane,"
and "Help" along with 23 other
classics.
This CD is worth all the hype.
Twenty-seven songs on one CD
is a pretty good bargain, no matter who the band is. There is not
a single song on here that is not
great. The Beatles are. the greatest rock band to ever grace this
earth, and this is just another les
lament to that fact. This is a mus
have for any Beatlc fan.
As a Beatles fan, I only have
one other thing to say. 1 have
died and gone to heaven. Forget
Oasis. The Beatles are Britain's
best, ever.
■Lisa Bettlnger
ANGELS, FROM PAGE 7

~~
added vocals, putting some variety to the album, but not enough
to stand out from everything else
Other songs, like "Finished
Symphony" start out sounding
original, but in the end. ends up
sounding like "Snyper," "Theme
From Wide Angle," "Kill City" and
every other song on this CD.
This album isn't bad, it's just
mind-numbingly boring. It gives
ambient and techno music a bad
name as repetitive mindless drivel. If you can't sleep buy it and
listen to it. You'll be out in five
minutes.
-lames Hldml

The BG News
has positions
available for

COPY EDITORS
call 372-6966
and ask for an editor
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alive, even you somehow hate
this movie you'll love his scenes.

This movie is funny, actionClub 11 plays host to Polyvinyl filled, and full of great perforrecording artists Rainer Maria. mances. It's not important that it
didn't make that much sense,
The CMI New Music Report because it wasn't supposed to. I
described Rainer Maria's newest haven't had so much fun watchrelease, Look Now, Look Again, as ing a movie since "Shanghai
"an ardent, emotionally stimulat- Noon." "Charlie's Angels" is a
ing album comprised of melodi- Jackie Chan movie, minus the
Jackie Chan.
cally violent music." They also
praise the vocals of members
Caithlin Demarrais and Kyle
Fischer.
Rainer Maria shares the stage
with SIOTypewriter.

Even the best techno can
become repetitive at times but
this is ridiculous. Wide Angle, the
American debut from the French
dance troupe Hybrid is full of fast
beats, ambient synth riffs, nifty
sampled beats, and not much
else.
No one song on the album is
bad, but all of them sound very
similar, like each song is a remix
of the last one. Making it even
worse every song is long, most
topping at about seven minutes.
Some songs, like "I Will
Survive" (no relation to the Gloria
Gaynor disco hit) and
"Sineaquanon" benefit from their

A LITTLE RIDDLE...
WE ALL HAVE THIS; IT
FOREVER GOES UP. YET
NEVER GOES DOWN.
WHAT IS IT?
TiimiiiMiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir?

,
communication, it's our goal.
t nelp us achieve it by lotting us know what
you think.
wwvi.hgnews.com

Doors open at 10:30 p.m. and
admission is S3.

.

www. newloverealty. com

Then click on rentals

Rental brochure will be ready on December 16th

NEWL9VE
Rentals

y(appa 'Delia Jorma/'

Eilult t$ %$mtmh$f

* (sSa/urc/aL'Xouem6er IS, 2000
Saray Jennings and Josh Coria
Kim Johnson anb Tony Montgomery
Kristy Schuster and gentleman
\
Amocr hlwell mid Adam Jenfes
Lauren Dean and Cpris Malecki
Bet|> Schubert and Alan Best
sbari Gilliland and gentleman
Heidi E7'erett and Jeremy DeLorm
Missy Wilson and Jon Fairs
Stephanie tiscber and Steve DeTomaso
Melinda Nenning anb Vince Campbell
\
Reeky Boeck. and Brian HAULMS
Nicole ColantMOni and MMt Schuster
Stephanie Rapp and Stei'e Ward
Stephanie shook and Matthew Swzon
Amy Miller and Brian McGinn
Entity Sergent and Ben Hopkins
Jillian FeinaMer Stark and Brent Wygant
Adrienne
Harris and Greg Maluk
\ Andrea Potilimenos and Spawn CyeeUyam
Audrey Koesch and Dan Snow
Maggie Malney and Ryan Pec(wrfoi
Katie Lac|«r anil Michael Boeck
Melanie Menz and Lance Bass
Kelly Kirk and Drew Curtin
Alicia Carlson and gentleman
fa
Jennifer England and Mark Davis
S>'
Katyerine Manista and Jon Reef
Erin Sayers and Eric Grif itlj
Jenni Bums and Jeff Cannon
Jenn Braun and Wayne Hurt
Heater Hanlin and gentleman
Lori Merfei and trie Driscoll
Angeleena Mulligan and Setl? Pardee
Jamaica Howard and Harry Harris
Amanda trdjenbrecher and Jim Craig

'

HIGH-LEVEL CAREERS
ARE LAUNCHED WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Hying a 15-ton jet is not for
everyone. But for those who can
meet the challenge, it's a thrill that
no other career can offer.
How about you? If you're thinking
about life at Mach 2, think about Air Force ROTC
immediately. It will launch the leadership skills you'll
need as an Air Force officer - skills that will serve you for
a lifetime. FAA-approved flight lessons will get your feet off
the ground for the first time.
Start now.
REGISTER NOW OR CALL CAPTAIN BOB SCHOLL
AT 372-2176, OR STOP BY 164 MEMORIAL HALL.

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

is WEEK IS

MLB: SAN FRANSISCO'S JEFF KENT BEATS OUT TEAMMATE BARRY BONDS FOR NL MVP

BG SPORTS
Volleyball
11/18

FRIDAY

Al Buffalo/ 7 p.m.

November 17,
2000

Men's swimming
11/17
Al Ohio State/ 6 p.m.

Women's basketball

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

11/18
Host Youngstown State/ 1 p.m.

Hockey
11/18.11/19
At Ohio State / 7:05 p.m.. 3:05
p.m.

Ifs time for
OSUto
take charge
ofWolves

RIVALRY WEEKEND
Competition abundant as UM football and BG hockey take on Buckeyes

PETE
STELLA
Sports Editor

"GootiStclh"

At this time in frigid cold
November, a battle is brewing
across two neighboring states,
something which has gone on
for 97 years
You are either on one side or
the other; Scarlet and Cray or
Maize and Blue.
This rivalry can divide (ami
lies, lovers and friends for one
day out of the year. (I would like
to say hi to my Michigan friends
Dan. Ben. die Ix^st middle line
backer in the world ami all you
other Wolverine cheering dorks I
hope you enjoy the game
Saturday as much as I will).
Saturday marks the battle for
bragging rights between Ohio
State and Michigan, which I
believe is die highlight of the < ollege football season Yes. there
are other rivalries in the nation:
Florida and Florida State. Oregon
and Oregon State. Army and
Navy, but no rivalry comes closeto this one. Where else can you
see friends fight, threaten, argue
and hate each other for such a
short period of time? God, 1 love
college football.
This year, the Buckeyes have
had a major turnaround
From last year's dismal fi G
record and their failure to gel a
bowl bid for the first time in ten
years to an 8-2 mark and the
possibility of a Rose Bowl birth. 1
still believe (hal.il Ohio State
wins and Purdue loses. Ohio
State wins (he Big Ten and heads
(o Pasadena, California.
Most people 1 talked too at the
beginning of (he year, and most
of the publications 1 read, said
Ohio State would suck this year
and would have no chance in
hell of having a good year with
the depth of the conference. The
Bucks do have llieir weaknesses.
I won't argue thai. Quarterback
Steve Bellisari still makes me
nervous when he drops back to
pass, bill lie has improved his
game over the past season His
two best targets, Ken-Yon
Rambo and Reggie Germany, are
both banged up but the powerful Ohio State running game lias
been a constant all season.
And the defease. wow! Their
tough secondary, which can
compete wilh past Buckeye lineups, will be (he ultimate test for
(he s(rong Wolverine passing
game.
And as much as I do hale
Michigan. I respect them. They
are a good team. A-Tralnisa
great running back and Drew
Henson has the possibility to
become a greal Wolverine quarterback. He has excellent (argets
to (hrow too and (heir defense is
agoodunil.
But this season. Michigan has
struggled A few of (he wins (hey
have earned have been (o die
wire, including Illinois on the
questionable fumble. Michigan
is always good but they haven't
been as dangerous as they have
in the pasl.
Saturday will be greal.
I am not really sure who will
win.
Bui go Bucks!!!!! Kick (heir ass.
make me proud to defend you
guys all season and make (he
2000 campaign one (o remember forever.
And bring S(ella a Wolverine
carcass.
psti'lUi(">l>gnel .bgsii.edu

Araculed Piess ftioto

Mike Ichmkuhle BGNews

0SU BLITZ: Senior forward Ryan Murphy will lead the Falcons into Ohio State this
weekend to try to knock off the Buckeyes in one of the most heated rivalries in the
CCHA.

CRUNCH: Will Ohio State receiver Chad Cacchio's fate on this play mirror that of
the Buckeye's against Michigan Saturday? Or will the Buckeyes reign in the most
heated rivalry in the Big Ten?

leers take on
hated Buckeyes

Fierce fight may
fall on weaknesses

By Derek McCord

Junior Nick Canga leads ihe goal scoring lallv for (he Buckeyes wilh si* while
Saturday and Sunday the Bowling
Stej KH is one behind With five. The two
Green metis hockey loam will renew one
forwards are lied with Singoretti for second in team scoring with seven [joints
of the most bitter rivalries in the confer
ence in Columbus
each.
"'Afe need to focus on their forwards."
The Falcons will go toe-to-toe against
an Oliio State (earn (hat is coming ofT its
BG defenseman Louis Mass said.
most productive weekend in two years.
"Whether you're going up against a fourth
Last weekend the Buckeyes swept Lake
liner or a firs! liner we have to plav our
Superior Slate for their first
game Our defense has been
really consistent."
weekend sweep since Nov.
Bowling Green at
27-28. 1998. The first game
The key slat looming
Ohio State
around Ihe match up is thai
saw Buckeye freshman sensation Dave Steckel net the
ihe Buckeyes are 4 0 when
Saturday at 7:05 fun.
game winning goal with 26
allowing 30 or less shots this
Sunday at 305 p.m.
seconds left in overtime (o
season. Thai doesn't bode
well for the Falcons who have
give OSU a 2-1 win. Ohio
Radio: Sunday 8811M
Stale wrapped up (he weekhad more than 28 shots onlv
with Sieve Mears and
once Ihis season.
end wilh a 3-0 shutout by
Dave Crane
freshman goallender Mike
However, the Falcons have
Betz who made 25 saves for
been getting produclion from
the victory. The Buckeyes'
(heir power play units. After a
sbw start to the season. BG has scored on
now sit third in the CCHA standings
behind Michigan and Michigan Slate.
five of their last 25 power plays, compared
Betz has played every minule of the seato three of their first 36 of the season.
son for Buckeye coach John Markell who
The Buckeyes penally kill units have
went with the freshman instead of sophokilled 42 of their 45 short handed situamore Peter WislilolT. Betz has played well
tions.
for (he former Falcon Markell by posting a
The Bowling Green injury bug seemed
to have gone away when defenseman
6-3-0 record. 1.96 goals against average
and a 93.3 save percentage.
Doug Schueller re turned to the lineup on
Nov. 3 against Northern Michigan, howev"When you look at their (earn (hey have
(hree things," said BG coach Buddy
er the bug bi( again during (he bye week.
Powers. "They've got good goaltending,
Junior Falcon winger Austin DeLuis
good learn defense, which is the reason
pulled a groin muscle in his first practice
they're keeping the CAA down to three or
back from another groin pull He was sideless and they're getting balanced scoring."
lined with back spasms before that.
Ohio State is getting veteran leadership
Freshman forward Sean Kolary broke his
in the offensive category widi senior
winger Jean-Francois Dufour leading the
forwards in points with 10 wliile defenseman Andre Singoretti leads the blueliners
with seven.

leg while playing a friendly game of shinny hockey. Rotary collided wilh another
HOCKEY, PAGE 10

By Rusty Miller
PRfSS URIIIB

ASSOCIXID

mi,iled fewer yards than Michigan's
Anthony A Train" Thomas, who needs
166 yards to IxTome Ihe Wolverines' all
lime career mshing leader. In spile of the
presence of ballyhooed wide receivers
Ken-Yon Ranilxi and Reggie Germany.
I'm ki 5 cs quarterback Sieve Bellisari is no

COLUMBUS — A victor will be hailed
and tin' earth will be sei reverberating for
(he 97th (ime Salurday when No 12 Ohio
Slale hosts 19th ranked Michigan with a
piece ofthc Fig Ten championship teeter
better than seventh in ihe Big Ten in pass
ing in Ihe l>alance.
ediriency.
But unlike many of (he classic
'Plaving for a Big Ten championship
matchups between ihe old rivals over the
makes it huge," said Bellisari.
years, its nol as if either side
who completed 8 of-20
comes into the showdown
Michigan at
passes with two intercepfull of itself and expecting a
Ohio State
tions in last year's 24 17 loss
victory.
al Michigan "We're going to
The irony is that the game
Saturday: Noon
have lo come out and play
could come down lo which
IV: ABC (Channel 13
i mi best game."
learns weakest link plays
in
Bowling
Green)
No one. questions the
worse than ihe other.
Other major factors in the
"Granted, this is not ihe
1999 Meeting:
game. Ohio States defense
best Michigan defensive
Wolverines won 24-17
and Michigan's offense.
learn we've seen since I've
The Buckeyes' defense
coached here," said Ohio
leads the Big Ten with 44
State coach John Cooper,
sacks and is tlie reason Ohio State (8-2.5adding how young, well-coached and ath2) is sixth in Ihe counlry in lumover marletic ihe Wolverines defense is
gin with a plus-12 rating Matt Wilhelm
Even the staunches! fan of Michigan (7has starred at linebacker, which was sup3.5-2 Big Ten) must hold his or her breath
posed to be a weakness, and seven players
when the defense is on the field in light of
have intercepted passes.
several troubling efforts this season.
With Thomas running the ball, baseNorthweslern scored 54 points and
ball/football star Drew Henson at quarterpiled up 322 yards passing and 332 yards
back and David Terrell catching everyrushing in one of the greatest Big Ten
thing thrown at him, the Wolverines rank
games ever, a three-point victory over the
in Ihe top 11 in the nation in rushing
Wolverines. Purdue churned oul 530 yards
(233.4 yards per game), total offense (450.9
of offense and four other teams totaled at
ypg) and pass efficiency (147.2)
least 350 yards against Michigan.
"The way lo gel beat is lo give up easy
"They have il all." Ohio State defensive
coordinator Jon Tenuta said.
touchdowns." Michigan coach Lloyd Cansaid, assessing Ihe challenge facing his
The winner gets at least a share of a Big
Ten title and could even draw a berth in
learn. "You've go! lo make them earn
the Rose Bowl if the games involving feleverything they gel."
low co-leaders Purdue (which hosts
Nolhing has come terribly easy for Oliio
Slate's offense.
The Buckeyes' lop three rushers have
,
0SU.UM. PAGE 10
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BG SPORTS
PICK OF THE WEEK
fiTyix; look at Nick, Pete then Dan in
that order, it looks like the same person in little, medium and big form.
Are they the same person? Not really,
but it's eerie how similar they are.

Bowling Green at
Toledo

"Sammy Davis Jr"

Score
Rant

28-27

25-7

24-17

17-14

Falcons, sick of
being made fun of.
rally in fourth quarter

This is a more emotional game for the
Falcons.

Throw out the
records, this will be
a full-fledged war

Falcons will do
everything to win
last game for coach.

Prediction

Ohio State

Michigan

Ohio State

Ohio State

Score
Rant

35-21

14-13
It's a tough one.
Should go to the
wire

35-14
Michigan drivers
are as bad as UM's
loss to Ohio State

28-10
Who's afraid of the
big bad Wolverines?
Not me, not Pete.

Prediction

Florida

Florida State

Florida State

Florida

Score

48-42

45-42

52-48

63-56

Rant

Gators love to eat
Seminoles; major
offensive shoot-out

Does the ancient
Weinke have
alzheimer's yet?

Bookies upset
because game ballot is confusing.

It doesn't matter
which QB Spurier
uses, speed kills.

Prediction

Oregon

Oregon

Oregon

Oregon State

Score

38-20

28-21

52-38

21-17

Rant

Go Ducks! Quack,
quack, quack!!

When was the last
time this state had
two top 10 teams?

Ironically, Beavers,
Beaver's take bite
like Ducks, are suit- out of Ducks.
ed for aquatic areas

Prediction

Miami

Miami

Miami

Score

55-12

24-10

Rant

New York gets hit by Damn it feels good
huge Hurricane
to be a gangsta ..
name Siintana Moss say the Canes.

38-0
Moss is as good as
a player as his bros
Randy and Rock.

Miami
56-20
If Virginia Tech can't
stop em, no one in
the Big East can.

Georgia
17-14
)ogs are sturdy,
Mississippi is a
buoyant river

Georgia
28-21
Even w/o the
hedges, the Dogs'
defense stops Deuce

46-20

30-36(GUEST)

MIAM113 FAVORITE

Mississippi at Prediction
Score
#21 Georgia Rant

Georgia

Georgia

27-13
Carter is ready to

27-13
How can I care
when children are
starving

dance, Deuce is no
where to be found

GEORGIA 6.5 FAVORITE

44-22

RECORDS:

38-28

By Joel Hammond
ST*11 HRIlf R

Bowling Green

Who did you think I
would pick?? I am
feeling it this year.

YSU, stats invade
Anderson Arena

G. MICHAEL GRAHAM

Bowling Green

OREGON STATE 5 FAVORITE

#2 Miami at
Syracuse

NICK HURM
"Joey Bishop"

Bowling Green

FLORIDA STATE 12 FAVORITE

#6 Oregon at
#8 Oregon State

"Dean Martin"

Bowling Green

OHIO STATE 2 5 FAVORITE

#4 Florida at
#3 Florida State

DAN NIED

"Frank Sinatra"

©

Prediction

GAME 11/22

#18 Michigan at
#12 Ohio State

PETE STELLA

BG NEWS

Today's guest is none other than the world-famous G. Michael Graham. G. patrolled the BG sports
beat for four years before finding love, happiness and high school water polo in Texas.

Three
NCAA
tournament
appearances in the last five yeais.
Two-time Conference Player of
the Year.
Picked to finish second in the
Mid-Continent Conference this
season.
These gaudy Youngstown State
statistics will become even gaudi
er Saturday when the Penguins
invade Anderson Arena for both
teams' regular season openers at
1 p.m.
The Penguins are led by
Brianne Kenneally, a senior guard
who is the two-time Conference
Player of the year in the MCC, and
who was named the preseason
Conference Player of the Year for
the 2000-01 season.
The Penguins also boast a
strong front line, led by senior
Nikki
Pope and
freshman
Heather Harris, who have both
played well in preseason action.
Also
contributing
to
the
Penguins' attack are senior point
guard Jen Lyden, senior forward
Alyson Vogrin and senior forward
Amanda Scott.
"We play YSU every year, and
they are very good," said BG Head
Coach Dee Knoblauch. "They've
had a couple 20-win seasons in a
row, but they have lost a few girls
inside from last year, one to graduation and one to transfer."
Knobaluch's focus, no matter
how deep the Lady Penguins are,
will be on Kenneally. who she is
very impressed with.
"To win Conference Player of
the Year as a sophomore is pretty
impressive." she said. "VVVII keep
fresh legs on her at all times, not

just one person. If we stop her,
and rebound the ball effectively,
we'll have a good shot at winning."
The Lady Falcons are coming
off a 1-1 preseason, and a 74-60
defeat at the hands of WBC Ilirjia
of Slovenia, in which Knoblauch
was displeased with the performance.
The Falcons have suffered a bit
of adversity through the early
weeks of the season, with every
Falcon starter having a small
affliction ailing them. Kim Griech
has been suffering from shin
splints. Ti.aii II ii■ Miller has a bad
set of blisters, Jackie Adlington
has been away from the team
tending to an ill friend and Afra
Smith has been sick.
"We didn't play well at all
Saturday, but we've worked hard
this week, and gotten back to the
basics." she said. "I think we're
well prepared for Saturday, were
just not in the shape we need to
be. We'll sub a lot more than we
usually do. We'll probably play 11
players, and just keep fresh legs in
there for our press."
Francine Miller has been her
usual self in the preseason, averaging 17 points a game in two
preseason games, while Angie
Farmer has chipped in with 12
and Dana Western had 10 for the
Lady Falcons
"Much of our success will
depend on the play of those three,
along with Afra and our point
guard tandem," Knoblauch said
"We're
looking
forward
to
Saturday iiftemoon, to get the
season underway and see what
we can do against a tough opening opponent."

Injury bug hits BG for OSU Past doesn't matter Sat.
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 9

ey being played between the two

good special teams and good

player and just fell awkward on

foes who know each other quiet

goaltending, which plays into the

the limb The time DeLuis returns

well.

to the lineup is indefinate while
Kotary will be out 6-8 weeks.
There is one thing for certain,
there will be a lot of intense hock-

intrastate rivalry. I'm not expect

"With the parity in the league

ing a lot of trash talking, but a lot

we're in no position to take any-

of hard work on the ice this week-

one for granted," Markell said.

end."

0SU/UM.FR0MPAGE9
Indiana) and Northwestern (hosling Illinois) fall the right way.
Still, there'sa hint of what might
have been for both teams.
"Looking back you always say
you should have won that game,

"BG always had good team speed.

we could have won that game'
Cooper said. "You go crazy think
ing about what could have hap
pened."
Cooper, who is just 2-9-1
against the Buckeyes' No. 1 rival,
always seems to be snakebit
when Michigan is the opponent

But Can said the past has noth
ing to do with what happens at
frigid Ohio Stadium on Saturday.
"This is never a game where
anything that happened in the
previous games has any bearing
at all. "Can-said.

rtPAJOHte
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)
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Open 11a.m. - 1:30a.m. Sunday-Wednesday
1 1a.m. - 3:00a.m. Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
Three

$
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Unified Delivery Area • Coupon Required
Expires 12/17/00. Not valid with any other offer.
Valid only at BG location. Customer pays all
applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

One Extra Large
Two-Toppi ngs,and
2U^t£kef
^9^
\\

elivery Area • Coupon Required
Expires 12/17/00. Not valid with any other offer.
Valid only at BG location. Customer pays all
applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

i
i

What a Meal
Large 1 -Topping Pizza |
1 -Orderj

Jtix'

1

LMted Delivery Area • Coupon Required
Expires 12/17/00. Not valid with any other offer.
Valid only at BG location. Customer pays'all
applicable sales tax, Additional toppings extra.
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Classified Ads • 372-6977
The BO News will noi knowingly accept advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any individual or group on ihe
basis ni race. sex. color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.

NEWS

The IH■ News reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All advertisements arc subject to editing and approval.

Campus Events

City Events

Travel

Travel

Services Offered

Personals

Kwanzaa Celebration! Dec. 8th 68:30pm, Perry Field House Tickets
on sale, CM&AI 424 Saddlemire
Dldg Students $5, others $8, includes soul lood buffet! Call 3722642 for more info

WALLY PLEASANT • Easy Street
Sat. Nov. 18th ..10pm - 2am
18 and over S3, 21 and over $1
FREE PRIZES S GIVEAWAYS
wtan610am/cable7Avlal.org

•111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA from
$419. MEXICAN CRUISE from $499
plus Bahamas ReggaeJAM Tours
tree info. 800 "IT REGGAE (9-6 live:
24/7 recorded), reggae-lam.com
jammon©gte net.

Sound System Rental
Let WFAL DJ your next
event or party! $507hr.
Call 372-8658.
wfal1610anVcable7Avtal.org

Scholarship Opportunities tor
freshmen and sophomores. Enroll in
Army ROTC and compete for 2-43year awards which cover tuition,
books & fees, +$200/mo. for expenses Call for details: 372-2476.

Personals

GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMUriALS" INTHAMURA1 ADVISORY
BOARD
APPLICATIONS
FOR
SPRING 2001 ARE BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH NOV. 27.
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED. ON A
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE BASIS AND WILL BE HELD NOV. 2930.

'REMINDER * REMINDER*
Classified Deadline

Travel

1 day prior to publication
by 2pm.
$1 per line.
$.75 extra for bold.

»1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Now hiring campus reps.
1-800-234-7007
ondlesssummertours.com

Place your ad @
204 West Hall

#111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parlies! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

SPRING BREAK 5MI
Jamaica. Cancun, Florida.
Barbados, Bahamas. Now hiring
campus reps. Earn 2 free trips.
Free meals, book by Nov. 3r!. Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashlours.com

ABXAEOI'IIKAMNOneiYEfZ
ATTENTION GREEKS
We have Greek letters
for your personal ads!
$1 per line of Greek letters
Stop in 0 204 West Hall to
place your ad.
ABXAF.*rH KAMNC-neiYEfZ

1-800-426-7710

www.bgnews.com
Cla-Zel Theatre

*76e Aove 'Si

check
out
this ad
Ladies

Downtown B.G. * 353-1361
www.hollywoort com

Raiders of the
Lost ArkFGa

SALE! SALE! SALE!

30% OFF

IT'S VOUR TURN!
DCIfl VU MgSiMTS HOT. S«XV IHflHll

ILIAILIUIKILIJVX'H:
ON€ NIGHT ONLV!

NOVCMBCR 21ST 8PM!
VOU WON'T ft€ll€V€ VOUR €V€S!

RDUIT NOVCLTICS,
TOYS, OIU,
UNGCRIC, DANCC
UJCRR, SHOCS, BOOTS
& MUCH MOAC

BRING VOUR FRICNDS!

VIDCO'S & DVD'S

■)

1SS S. BVANC HO. fOLDCO S31-0079

Taxi Driver
Nightly 7:30 9-30 R

All Dogs Go To
Heaven G
Sat Free After Parade
&3:00
Sun 1:00 3:00

10 "<NI on auvi
lUC-THU MNTMS S1.00

UIIKM TMI MM* NCVCII <NDS...e

WtWttf

PaBy5;00

ALL CLOTHES TUESDAYS

;"25% W
ut own i wtuM or. nmm m

Every Sat 12 Mid

139 S, HUM M. TOLEDO 931-0079 USE OUR StriMIE EIIIIMM.

University Pining Services
Thanksgiving Break Closing Hours

k OmTcron
apna
presents

Pining Centers
Commons Dining Center

♦i/i -ytarr
Tncia Sendelbach 4 Chris Nowak

Kerry Hazard 4 Matt McConaughey

Jenn Kovach 4 Dave becerra

Maureen O'Connor 4 Paul Coutcher

Martina Ambrosic 4 Keith Joy

Coleen Batchelor 4 Kyle Jackowski

Jackie Gilbert <S Eric Wolff

Kristin Aerni 4 Jason Westerhaus

Colleen Pagano 4 Rick Buck

Kristy Bruni 4 Bob Under

Jaime Brechel 4 Tyler Slane

Jenny Meister 4 Kevin Epslin

Jody Barr 4 Jeff Poe

Blanca Lopez 4 Chris Windsor

Jen Mosel 4 Barmi Akbar

Leslie Voisard 4 Chad Linus

Jenn Walls 4 Jay Benning

Lindsey Schmidt 4 Joshua Folck

Shannon Davis 4 Jeremy Lawson

Valerie Longf leld 4 Jordan Painter

Kristin Colella 4 Mike Brooks
Shannon Harrison 4 Chris Daniels

Jackie Clark 4 Gonna be Bre

Christie Pmney 4 JC Chaizj

Katie Fucik 4 Jeff Smith

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

Founders Keepers Food Court

Closes 2 pm Wed.. Nov. 22

Kreischer Sundial Food Court

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

McDonald Dining Center

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

Snack Bars, Convenience Stores and Restaurants
Founders Keepers Snack Bar
Closes 2 pm Tues., Nov. 21
Founders Keepers Coffee Shop

Samantha Shock 4 Ron DeSota

wewber j.8, xooo
:/fovem>

Reopens Mon.,
Nov. 27 at 7:30 am
Reopens Sun.,
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Sun.,
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Sun..
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Sun.,
Nov. 26 at 7 pm

Open Tues. oV Wed.. Sept. 21 & 22

Galley (Harshman)

Closes 2 pm Tues, Nov. 21

GT Deli (McDonald)

Closes 11 pm Mon.. Nov. 20

Kreischer Shadows Snack Bar

Closes midnight Mon.. Nov. 20

Chiluj's Express (Commons)

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

ST Express (McDonald)

Closes 7 pm Tues., Nov. 21

Kreischer Silver River Cafe

Closes 8:30 pm Fri., Nov. 17

Towers Restaurant

Closes 7 pm Fri, Nov. 17

7 am - 2 pm|

Reopens Mon.,
Nov. 27 at 7:30 am
Reopens Sun.,
Nov. 26 at 7 pm
Reopens Sun,
Nov. 26 at 7 pm
Reopens Sun,
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Sun,
Nov. 26 at 4:30 pm
Reopens Mon,
Nov. 27 at S pm
Reopens Mon,
Nov. 27 at 11:30am

J «£V *$«* «#%* ^
• December 9, 2000
• Reception at 530pm, Dinner at 6pm,
and Dancing from 8-12am
• Kaufman's (On Wooster)
• Tickets on Sale Monday-11/20 at the
Education Bldg. from 10-2pm

rvv

v

Everyone is Welcome!
Criliiti Stunt Mitt

*•*¥#■»SOU■mirUK

For Tickets Contact Beth
Lashaway • The Graduate
Student Senate Office.
707 Adminstation Bld&

Check out our Website:

www. newloverealty.com
Then dick on rentals,

Renal brochure will be ready on December 16th

NEWL9VE
Rentals
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Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

i out ol 37

Subleaser needed lor one bedroom
apt Spacious, close to campus,
small pets welcome! Needed lor
spring semester Call 352-4156.

Desk clerks needed for local motel.
Shifts avail are 4-12 & 12-Sam, 2-4
shifts/wk, some weekends. S6/hr, inquire & Buckeye Inn, M-F, 8-4.

"Apartment for rent, starting 01/01.
353-0325.

Subleasers needed beginning January 13 2/3 bedroom house, big
kitchen and porch, close to campus
and downtown. 5555/month. 208 E
Merry Apt. A. Please call Sarah or
Angela 352-3164.

Opportunity Knocks!
We have jobs in customer service,
manufacturing, welding, and general
labor. Call today! Various shifts.
good S. 353-9425. EOE MF OV.

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your colloge and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
S5.30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to S5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC., 428Ctough Street,
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M.W
TRACK & FIELD-NOV. 29.
Little DanielleGood luck with Initiation!
I love you-Big Cariy
Share your tavohte holiday ethnic
recipe with the Obsidian E-mail it to
TheObsidian2000@yahoo.com by
Nov. 19th. Recipes will be printed in
the Dec. 7th edition.
Spice up
your Personal Ad
with a
Display. Personal!!

WANTED!
BGSU Welcome Week Leaders!
Gain Valuable expenence and make
a difference for first year students!
Applications can be picked up in 405
Student Services Due by November
17 ® 5pm. Call 2-2843 for more info

Rod a photo or
special artwork
(or as low as
SlSorS20!!!
Deadline--2 datjs prior
by 4:00pm.
Stop In (.: 204 UJest Hall.
Call 372-6977 (or more Information.
irSBURSflRRBU!!
SPRING 2001 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECREATION
AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND
DUE NOV 28 INTERVIEWS WILL
BE HELD DEC. 4-5.
Unlimited tanning until Christmas
S30
352-7889 Campus Tanning

Wanted
1 December graduation ticket needed, will pay Call Lia @ 354-8408
1 female subleaser needed from
Dec 2000-May 2001. S193/month t
utilities Call 353-9390 for details.
1 male sublsr. needed ASAP. Own
bdrm, nice apt Rent is S240 but will
negotiate Call Shawn @ 352-3689.
1 ticket lor graduation.
Will Pay

Please call Casey - 2-5612
4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts.
Call 353-9440
Female roommate needed, own
room, ASAP-August 2001 Call 3731934
Female subleaser needed. Own
room. Move in now. rent starts Dec.
1. S218 + utilities. Call Amanda at
354-8271.
Need 1 lemale roommate ASAP
Call 354-6713.

Help Wanted
AmenCorps position available at
Wood County Juvenile Court working with youth and families in Truancy Program Position runs January
2001 to December 2001 Requires
1700 hours to be completed within
the year. Flexible schedule. Will
work around school. $9000 living stipend throughout the year $5000
scholarship upon successful completion o! the service year Health insurance available. May count as internship lor some. Those interested
should send resume and cover letter
to Jennifer Robeson at 11120 E
Gypsy Lane. Bowling Green. Ohio
43402.
AZG Research is now hiring telephone interviewers for Mon-Thurs,
5-9 & possible weekends. No selling
involved Starting pay $6. $7 after
30 days. Apply at 325 E. Wooster
St or call 352-8115.
Chemical Dependency Counselor
Position 35 hrsVweek in Ottawa
county. Master's Degree preferred
Bachelor's Degree with certification
acceptable. Send resume to The
Giving Tree, 335 Buckeye Blvd. Port
Clinton, OH 43452 or lax to 419734-4922.
Child Care Staff
Innovative, driven persons needed
to lead YMCA Child Care Programs
in Bowling Green and Perrysburg.
Currently hiring for the following positions:
Site Director-qualilications include
18 credit hours of educational coursework plus 2 years experience
working with children.
Counselor-18 years of age with H.S.
Diploma, musl enjoy children Experience preferred, will train.
The YMCA offers competitive salaries and a great working environment. Benefits available include YMCA membership. Apply in person to:
Ft. Meigs Center for Health Promotion, 13415 Eckel Jet Rd., Perrysburg, Ohio 43551. (419)251-9622.
Computer Consultant for small office. Hardware/software knowledge
a must Trouble-shooting experience
helpful. Apply in person @ 326 S
Main St., M-F. 8-12 & 1-5.

Need 1 graduation ticket immediately. Call 353-9440
Need 2 December graduation tickets. Will pay S Call Amy @ 3540626
Need Dec. grad. tix! Robin 3525848 Will pay S
Need December graduation tickets
Will pay S. Call Mandy 354-5273.

Da yea re/Preschool looking for talented, take charge individuals. Work
directly w/children & interface w/parents. Part-time hours available. Call
878-4190 for more information.
DELIVERY PERSONNEL. MUST
HAVE OWN CAR. APPLY 2-5
MONDAY THROUGH FRI. DIBENEDETTO'S. 1432 E. WOOSTER.

Spacious 2 bdrm apt. in Hillsdale.
Lease starts Dec. 23rd Call 3525772.

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn S1.000-32,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraismg event. No
sales required. Fundraising dales
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
JOB POSTING
Wood Co. Prosecuter's Assistant
Gang Task Force Coordinator's Position. Part-time. 20-25 hrs/wk @
7.50 per/hr. Eligible for wage increase after six months employment. HS diploma and own transportation a must. Additional education and experience beneficial.
Deadline 11/27/00. Application (419)
354-9250.
Line Cook - liberal starting wage
Apply in person at
Kaufmans at the Lodge
1628 E Wooster
Looking for a person to do light office work, filing, answer phones.
Part-time, 10-15 hrs. week. Accounting skills helpful. Apply in person,
BG Jeep, Lincoln, Mercury. 1079 N.
Main
MARKETERS Dream Biz! Wireless
Internet is here! Explosive Earnings
Plan, call 419-474-7099.
Monday night from 4-10 @ N Baltimore, babysitter needed for a 2 1/2
& 5 yr. old. If interested, call 2573365. Must be dependable.
Need Extra Money? Still in
school? Have we got a job for you.
S7.50 to start, $7.72 after 30 days
Two shifts to choose from; 6:30am11:30am or noon to 5pm. 4 to 5
days per week. We can even be
more flexible to accommodate your
schedules. 10 minutes from Bowling
Green near Weston Apply in person
at 20584 Long Judson Rd. Call 8321641 for directions.
Office cleaning, evenings. 10-12
hrs'week. own trans, required. Call
352-5822.
Pan ur lull-time sorters or cleaners
$7.50 hr. Walking distance from
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
St.
Photographer needed to take pictures of children with Santa. No exp.
needed. Must be able to work some
evenings & weekends. Apply at the
Woodland Mall office. 1234 N. Main
St. BG

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a residential setting Part-time, and sub positions available ranging from 24 to 72
hours biweekly. Salary is $7.55/hour
for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at Sl0.24Aiour based upon experience. High school diploma or
GED required: no experience necessary. Positions available in Bowling
Green, Perrysburg, and Walbridge
areas Interested persons may obtain an application packet from
Wood County Board of MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. EOE.
Premier gentlemen's club now
hiring dancers. Possible benefits.
Will train 734-848-4379. Mon-Fn after 3pm
Wanted: Dancers, waitstaff, apply
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph. Toledo,
OH or call 419-476-6640.

'Apartment for Rent"
801 5th SI Apl #5, 2 bdrm..
$460/monlh, water included. Call
Melody or Jocelyn O 354-4084 lor
more into.
1 or 2 subleasers needed lor spring
semester. Just oft Main St. $201$315/month. Call after 5pm at 3522219.
1. 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only

$430
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Vanity Square Apts.
353-7715
2 bdrm, bath and 1/2. spacious
Avail, now or next semester.
$425/mo 389-4890
2 subleasers needed. Winthrop Terrace Apts. 2 bedroom. 1 3/4 bath,
new carpet, new bathroom, air. shuttle to campus, pool. Tony 308-0705.

86 Toyota Camry, auto, 170K.
cruise, great air/heat, some rust.
new exhaust, tires S brakes Needs
some work. $600 Call 353-1362

BOWLING GREEN
COMMERCIAL SPACE
-3.200 sq. ft -1616 E Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rl 75. S8.65/sq.
ft.-* cam/nnn
-2,200 sq ft -1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rt. 75.
$8 65/sq ft- . cam/nnn
-1,200 sq fl -Professional Office
Space. Convenient Location with
parking.
-Industrial Lease-Will build to suit up
to 30.000 sq. ft Woodbridge II at Rt.
75.
Mecca Management Inc.,
419-353-5800

93 Nissan Sentra. auto, AM/FM
cassette, A/C. Delrost. only 52K.
$5000 obo Call 352-0020

For rent, 1 bdr. apartment, $390 per
month, includes all utilities, available
January 1st. Contact 354-2417.

Buick Regal lor sale. $500 obo 3521891.

Houses & Apts. for 2001-2002
school year. 1 to 4 person homes
avail.-12 mo. leases only Sieve
Smith, 352-8917 or 308-2710. No
calls after 8pm-Listing at 532 Manville.

For Sale
1/4 karat women's wedding set, engagement nng & band. Call 3546713.
1990 Chevy Corsic.l LTZ. MltO, air.
CD. asking $2000 obo 823-4031.

Elan Omni 70* skis & poles. $40. 9
1/2 ski Nordica boots. $40 Free
couch, 25 gal. complete aquarium.
$25 352-8276
HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax reposl For listings 1800-719-3001 ext4558

Now renting for May 2001:
3 bdrm townhouses $800/month
plus utilities, no pets

145 Troup: 2 story, Full Basement, 4
BR. 1 1/2 Bath, Dining Room, Central Air. Porch. Deck, Garage, Many
improvements since 1995. Immediate Possession 354-4083 OR (419)
925-4550.

Subleaser needed lor spnng & summer. 1 rm. efficiency, across the
street from campus Call 352-5883

fhe Best Seat In Town

iff

Call 353-0494

New Motorola digital StarTac $150,
$29 99 • tax/450 mins. No long distance in OH, unlimited nights and
weekends, must sell out contract,
good credit req.. 352-5931
Playstation 2 Bundle. Includes PS2,
Madden 2001, Tekken Tag, Ridge
Racer Unopened! Make oiler. Conlad Steve at 373-1917 or msist
<U2

Subleaser needed lor spring semester at Fox Run Apts. Call 353-1964

• •

•r\
4*fEfcCA
Management Inc.

FALL OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW

xtH

For Rent
" 2001-2002 listings available "
Will mail or pick-up at office. 316 E.
Merry #3 or call 353-0325

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairvicw.
I Burm & 2 Bdrm

Air condllion/Dishwashei
Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up
Starts at S390-Call 353-5800

AIEECA
Management Inc.

CINEMARK

S w

*OK

Acopulco
Concun
;Jamaico
\ Bahama
! Florida J
!

• •

HILLSDALE TOWNHOUSE
3 Bdrm/Full Basements
Air Condition/Dishwasher

Garbage DiSpMll/2 Baths
washer/dryer hook up
LOTS OF SPACE

Cinema 5

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717
Stop in
for our
Fall 2001
Listings!

For Showtimes call
354-0558
Woodland Mall - N.Main St.

or log on to
Regiser to recieve
showtimes via email!

-

SS^ !

my-mt m?%

Check Out Our
Website at
M

« w*wciMt*org/-*gbr€iit&l

Get Them While
They Last!

Management Inc.
Evergrwn Apl. 213 E. Poe
Studios, Large I Bdrm
Laundry on site
Starts at 5250-Call 353-5800

/tfEfcCA

Management Inc.
Ileinzsite Apis. 710 N Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrms have washcr/drycr in them
Starts at $410 Call 353-5800

AfEgCA

Management Inc.
tireen Beaver Apt. 642 S College
3 Bdrm Townhouses

2 car garages
wash/dryer
I 1/2 Baths
Slop by our office at 1045 N.
MainSt for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecea

y

Applications for Spring '01
BG News Editor are now
being accepted. Application
forms may be picked up at
204 West Hall.
Deadline to Apply is 4p.m.
Friday, December 1,2000

AfEfcCA

m

**<n
The College of Musical Arts
Opera Theater presents

November 17 & 18
8 p.m.
KobackerHall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Tickets: $7 and $9
General Admission
' $5 B'JSU StudentS(with valid ID)
For reservations, call 372-8171
or (800) 589-2224

